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Research into the costs and benefits of Energy Efficiency (EE} technologies has shown that the

expected value of long-run savings frequently exceeds the costs, and EE programs have the

additional benefit of producing no harmful emissions. From 2007 to the present, several more

states have adopted long-term. goals far EE and have designated utilities, and in a fe~v cases third.

party entiries, as the program administrators. Despite the programs being beneficial and cost-

effective to society and to--t~~ utility systems, traditional regulation creates a _substantial_ , , - Comment [SCt]: moScP~ogr~,,,~ ,~~,> F~,s d,~
utility cast [est and therefore are the cl~eapescdisincentive for utilities to pursue EE programs. r~4~i~e to the uc~; S~n~m.

Traditional cost-of-service ratemaking collects a utility's total costs, fixed and variable, largely

through volumetric rates. A large portion of an electric, gas, or water utility's costs is fixed in the

shoe run and does not vary with the quantity of the sen~ice provided (k\~'h, Therms, or Cubic

feet), but a successful EE program will reduce the volume of sales, which will simultaneously

reduce the recovery of fixed costs. If sales are lower than expected when rates are set, a utility

will not fully recover its authorized fixed._-cost revenue requirements; and if sales are higher than

expected, a utility will over-collect that revenue requirement.--~~-~ ~'~~~ ~'~~ ~"~--•~a ~-•~a ~osts.

~~.~=~a~. As a result, utilities have what is often called a "throughput incentive" that

conflicts Frith the objectives of EE programs.

Decoupling is a form of regulated ratemaking that disconnects fixed cost recovery from changes

in the utility's sales volume.' It originated as a policy response in the 1980s when utilities were

first encouraged to develop EE programs that significantly reduced the consumption of regulated

commodities, such as electricity, gas, or water.z Decoupling solves the through-put disincentive.

The Brattle Group's (Bratde) recent survey of ne~~~, alternative ratemaking policies listed 22 states

1 Decoupling used in this report is used to mean decoupling through symmetric revenue true-up
mechanisms. An overall base revenue target is established for a furore period. A periodic adjustment
of volumetric rates is instituted to true up actual revenues to target revenues. whether actual revenues
are above or below the targe~. Two other alternative ratemaking policies have some similarities but
are not included in this study. One is the lost revenue adjustmen~ mechanism (LRAM) for recovering
base revenues lost from. only validated EE volumetric sa~~ings. A second policy is the straight fixed-
variable rate design that collects all or most fixed costs in non-volumetric charges.

2 This report focuses on the electric utility industry. There are many similarities and. common lessons
for decoupling policy development in the electric, natural gas, and private water service industries.
Prior research by The Braude Group addressed the natural gas delivery industry, see footnote 5 below.

1 J Brattle.com
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that allowed gas industry decoupling and 12 states that had~e electric industry decoupling.3 This

report builds on several public surveys of alternative ratemaking policies that include

decoupling.'' In the last half dozen years, decoupling has grown rapidly in the electric industry

coincident with the upsurge in expenditures for conserva~ion programs, efficiency standards, and

the general flattening of electricity sales.

CORII11Ent [SC3]: 1~ isdi spcJlcd oucuntilp 13.

Because of the potential effect on the cost on eauity (~CfJE~, the adoption of EE programs_,

accompanied by a decoupling policy is sometimes resisted by both regulated companies and

interveners for opposite reasons. Some interveners and commission staffs have argued that the

allowed ROE should be reduced because decoupling, by design, reduces the variability of

revenues, which they believe translates directly into reduced business risk. If the allowed ROE is

not reduced, those interveners may not support decoupling. Utilities fear that adoption of

decoupling will result in a reduction in the allowed return on equity (ROE) e~~en if there is no

proof that decoupling actually reduces the cost of capital. Determining the actual, empirical

effect of decoupling on the utility's cost of capital is critical to answering the question of whether

the regulated company's allowed cost of capital should be reduced at the time of adoption.

The Brattle authors have considerable experience with the issues of decoupling rate policy and

the frequently asked question as to whether it has a measurable impact on the cost of capital

(COC) of regulated companies, as assessed in financial markets. In 2010 and again in 2013, the

authors empirically tested the hypothesis in the natural gas delivery industry and found that

there was no statistically measurable effect on the COC with decoupling.' In this report, we test

3 Joe Wharton, Bente Villadsen, and Heidi Bishop, .4lternatic e Regulation and Ratemaking Approaches
for mater Companies -Supporting Capital Inr~estmenr Needs oFtbe ?1st Century, The Brattle Group,
Prepared for the National Association. of Water Companies, September 30, 2013. The number of
companies/states with decoupling changes relatively frequently-. For example, Washington State
returned to decoupling in mid-2013, a change that was not in the Brattle survey, Op. Cit

4 Sources of information on decoupling and other alternative regulatory policies beyond the Brattle
survey Op. Cit include Pamela Morgan, A Decade of Decoupling for U.S. Energy Industries: Rate
Impacts, Designs, and Obserc-ations, Dec. 2012; Edison Electric Institute (EEI), Alternatitie
Re~zrlation for Evolving Utility Challenges.• Aa Updated Snrve~; Pacific Economics Group Research
LLC, Jan. 2013; Institute of Electric Efficiency (IEE), State Electric Efficiency Regulatory Frameworks,
July 2013; and American Gas Association (AGA), 1Vatura! Gas Innovative Rates, Non-ijolumetric
Rates. and Tracking hlechanisrns Current List; Cynthia J. Marple, power point presentation, Sept.
2012. For this study, Brattle revie~~ed many of the sources and updated the periods that decoupling
policies have been in place for different states.

5 In the previous research, the authors analyzed a sample of 12 natural gas delivery holding companies
(HCs} and their 31 regulated gas subsidiaries over the period 2005 to 2012. The number of gas
subsidiary companies operating under decoupling grew from 8 to 22 over the period. This analysis
made accurate measurements of the cost of capital aid developed consistent measurements of the

Continued on neat page
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the same hypothesis for a different set of utilities which are predominantly in the electric utility

business.

Theoretical arguments for reducing the cost of capital are frequent]y offered by interveners in

decoupling regulatory proceedings for electric and natural gas companies and have been accepted

in a small number of commission decisions.b In some proceedings, different interveners have

suggested that the effect of decoupling on ROE is anywhere from 25 basis points (bps) to 300

bps.' In the past, the Brattle authors have testified that in these regulated, high fixed cost

industries, the determinants of the cost of capital are complicated,g and there should be no

presumption that deconpling automatically lowers the cost of capital. Adoption of decoupling

policies could be coincident with other influences that may be increasing non-diversifiable risk.9

Any reduction in the allowed return on equity should be based upon evidence that decoupling

reduces the cost of capital.

The results of our empirical analysis of decoupling in the electric industry do not support the

hypothesis thac utilities with decoupling have a lower cost of capital than utilities ~~ithout

decoupling. Our resulu show that the coefficient on the decoupling index is not statistically

different from zero, which indicates that decoupling is not associated with a statistically

significant decrease in the estimated cost of capital. This result is consistent with our previous

findings for the natural gas local distribution industry.

Continued from pre~~ious page

degree of decoupling of each HC for a decoupling "metric". The findings were that decoupling show's

no statistically significant impact on the COC either up or down. See J. Wharton, M. Vilbert, C.

Uibbons; and S. Lagos, An Empirical Sturlt~ oflmpact ofDecoupling on Cost of Capital Power Point

presentation to the Western Conference of the Rutgers University Center for Research in Regulated

Industries (CRRI), June Z1, 2013.

6 Pamela Morgan found that the return on equity (ROE) was not reduced in 78% of the Commission

decisions adopting decoupling. The remaining decisions reduced the allowed ROE by 10 and 50 basis

points. In settlements, 85°io had no ROE reductions and the remaining 15%were between 10 and 25

basis points. See "A Decade of Decoupling for U.S. Energy Industries: Rate Impacts, Designs, and

Observations", Dec. 2012, p. 14.

7 For example, see pp. 19-20 of "Phase 1B Testimony of Terry L. Murray on behalf of the Division of

Ratepayer Advocates on Return on Equity Adjustments" before the California Public Utilities

Commission, filed. October 19, 2007 in Docket No. I. 07-01-022. See a recent discussion on p. 44 of

~'Jashington Utilities and Transportation Commission, Puget Sound Fneroy, Final Order Granting

Petition, Docket UE-121697, Section D.2.b "Deconpling —Cost of Capital," June 25, 2013.

8 See Chapters 7-9, Brealey, Myers and Allen, Princip]es of Corporate Finance, 11~'' edition, McGraw•

Hill Irwin, 2014 for a discussion of the cost of capital

9 Diversifiable risks, such as weather, do not affect the cost of capital because diversifiable risks can be

eliminated by investing in a porgyfolio of unrelated assets.

3 ~ Brattle.com
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II. DEVELOPMENTS IN THE POLICY OF REVENUE DECOUPLING
J COITiR1COC [R4] It c n} tour more a ̀ revenue

Adoption of a revenue decoupling ~~polic5~~1 severs the link between recoveries of base or ~~I;~, th,,, ~ ~ ~~~ ~~r~~, ~~rt „ta-t. S~n~P ;r
11 — — — — — — — — — — — — — ~ requires nu change in race d~~vg~.fired revenues ,from volumetric sales of kWh, which would normally be [he case under

traditional cost-of-sen~ice regulation. Cost recovery is not based upon actual kWh sales, but
instead a revenue target is established., and revenues are adjusted to achieve the target. For

example, the percent growth in revenues relative to the base period could be set at actual net
percentage growth in the numbers of customers over the base period. Over apre-established
period, such as a year, there is an adjustment of rates that will true-up the actual revenues to the
target, whether actual sales are higher or lower than expected.

Current decoupling policies frequently evolve from the same policy basis as the earliest version

deeet~tag, which was instituted in California in the early 1980's for electric utilities (and even
earlier for natural gas utilitiesl. California policy makers determined that decoupling would be
"in the public interest" because it provided relief for differences in actual revenues compared to
forecast revenues when utilities tamed out the policy directives to pursue aggressive energy
efficiency goals. Customers are protected if sales are greater than forecast, and utilities recover
their fixed. costs if EE programs are more effective than expected.

Figure 1 shows the substantial increase in EE expenditures by electric utilities since 2007 as well
as two projections of expenditures in 2025.12 The growth of EE programs, the consequent
installation of efficiency measures (equipment and structures), and the concurrent decline in
kWh sales growth, especially for small customers on volumetric rates, highlights the importance
of addressing the throughput incentive of regulated utilities.

10 The treatment of decoupling in this study is straight fonvazd: at a given time, a decoupling policy is in
place or it is not. We recognize but do not attempt to differentiate the several diffemnt kinds of
decoupling mechanisms. Decoupling policies can vary in several dimensions: the coverage and
independence of rate classes; the inclusiveness of causes of demand fluctuation (weather fluctuations
may be excluded); the adjustment over time using revenue target adjustment mechanism (numbers of
customers and certain cost categories can. be used to adjust targe~s over time).

11 Lost revenues for the recovery of variable costs, such as fuel and purchased power, are not included in
decoupling true-ups because variable costs are avoided with the reduction in kWh consumption.
Faced costs only change in the long-term when depreciation and consen~ation leads to less syscem
investment.

12 Instirute of Electric Efficiency (IEE); State ElectrJc Efficiency-Regulatorf~ Framex~orks, July 2013, p. 2.
The values are spending and budgets for customer-funded elec~ric efficiency programs.

4 (Bra111e.com
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Figure 1: U.S. Energy Efficiency Expenditures (Customer funded, in $Billions)
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Source: Institute for Electric Efficiency, 2013

Figure 2 shows a map of the stages that at present or in the recent past have had a policy of

decoupling.13 This is the starting point of the analysis. utilities in CA, VITA and RI (shown in

green) were not used in our sample. National Grid in RI was removed in the financial data

screening, which is discussed in Section IV ~belo« . The major CA utilities had the policy of _- comment (rts~: ~ ~an•t rya ~n eky~na~~~n ~r
~vhy Rl ~c~s remm~ed. Please f.>mo;c it here

decoupling or its equivalent across the entire study period 2005 — 2012, and saw no change in

policy-, so there was nothin~to compare i~ ~~vith._ WA regulators approved_decouplin$_for Puget , . - comment [sce~: sn<<• ~n~s ~s„r exp~a~nea ~n~~r
later o~~, i~ might FPIp cu do inhere.

Sound Energy in June 2013, after the study period ended.'

13 In principle and practice, decoupling can be ended. Our sample includes utilities in Ml where
decoupling for electric utilities was instituted by the commission for several electric companies and
later determined to be illegal under state law.

t~ See tiVashington Utilities and Transponation Commission, Puget Sound. Energy, Op. Cit., footnote 7.
Puget Sound Power &Light, predecessor to Puget Sound Energy, had a decoupling mechanism in
place from 1991 to 1495, at which. time it was discontinued. This is before the Smd}' Period.

5 ~ Bratlle.com
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Figure 2: States with a Policy of Decoupling for Electric Utilities at

Some Time from 2005 to the Present

Source: The Brattle Group, especiall}- repon A]cernative Regulation and Ratema.~ng

Approaches for i~aterCompanies, Sep. 30, 2013. All states were in the study s:3mple, except

WA, CA and RI, shown in green.

Decoupling policies often focus on the residential and commercial classes, where volumetric

charges collect a considerable portion of the base revenue requirement that recovers capital

investment and fixed O&M costs of distribution. Figure 3 shows the downward trend in

residential and commercial electric consumption growth in recent decades~se~-gas~~A-~ea~s,

indicating that it ~~ervt~ e€ e~eet~ «~~ris likely to be lower than population or GDP

gro~~th in the future. Decoupling can be used to address the situation where fixed and

unavoidable costs continue to increase, but where sales volume growth is slow or decreasing for

anv reasons, includinE the utility's EE programs,~Tbuilding codes, appliance

efficiency standards, and. the installation of distributed generation systems on customers'

vremises.

6 ~ Brattle.com
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Figure 3: Trends in Flecuic Consumption Growth by Decade: 1951 - 2010
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III. COST OF CAPITAL THEORY AND THE IMPACTS OF DECOUPLING

A regulated utility's operating earnings (i.e., earnings before income takes) are the difference

between base revenues (non-fuel) and the sum of all prudent costs (operations and maintenance

(08rM), administrative and general. (A&G), depreciation, and interest). There are several. sources

of variabilit}~ in the base revenue stream that can be eliminated by the decoupling mechanism

analyzed here. EE programs normally decrease revenues because they decrease sales. Other

increases and/or decreases in base revenues are driven by changes in weather, business activity

over the business cycle, the number of net new customers, local, state and federal building and

appliance codes and standards, and the number of delinquent bills. By design, decoupling

ratemaking eliminates or significantly weakens the linkage between. revenues and the volume

sold, independently from the sources of variability.

Decoupling should stabilize revenues, but net income can still vary. Although depreciation and

interest expense are relatively stable, other costs can change materially between. rate cases. At

times of rapid capital investment, for example, when utilities face significant environmental

retrofits and replacements, depreciation and interest mad= also increase rapidly and put pressure

on earnings without more frequent rate cases.

If decoupling stabilizes the revenue side of the earnings equation, does it stabilize operating

earnings as well? This leads directly to the question: does decoupling reduce non-diversifiable

risk since this is the risk that determines the cost of capital in financial markets? We shall see

that the answer is not a simple "yes."

7 (BrattlE.com
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Not all risks or sources of variance in earnings affect the cost of capital equally, because investors

can avoid certain risks. Diversification through portfolio formation can remove diversifiable

risks; therefore, diversifiable risks do not affect the cost of capital. For example, extremes of

weather will cause variance in a single utility's revenues and are a risk factor for that utility's

earnings. However, investors can assemble a portfolio of utility stocks from across the climate

zones in the U.S. and thus. mitigate the effects of weather on individual stocks. For a portfolio of

ucilitp stocks, the effect of weather variations should largely cancel out, removing weather as a

source of investment risk, and negating its effect on the cost of capital. The possibility of

diversification removing weather-induced revenue risk is true regardless of whether the weather

risk is removed or lefr in kith a decoupling policy.

Non-diversifiable risks (also known as "business risks") are the risks that remain afrer

diversification. Because investors must bear them, these risks drive a company's cost of capital.

The distinction between diversifiable risk and non-diversifiable business risk is important to

recognize when evaluating the effect of decoupling, or other regulatory policies, on a company's

cost of capital. Simply reducing total risk, i.e., the sum of diversifiable and non-diversifiable risk,

does not imply that the cost of capital has been reduced. The risk reduced must be pan of a

company's business risk, i.e., its non-diversifiable risk, to affect its cost of capital.

Decoupling is ofren praised by credit rating agencies because it clearly reduces total risk, which is

the risk important to bond holds. Adoption of decoupling could reduce the overall cost of capital

for a company through a reduction in the cost of debt, but that would not justify a reduction in

the allowed ROE. Only reductions in business risk justif}T a reduction in a regulated company's

allowed ROE.
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The effect of decoupling on the cost of capita]. in she current electric environment of low• growth

and high investment cannot be determined solely on theoretical reasoning. Empirical anal, sir is

needed, lookin~at the record compiled by utilities across the nation, both before and after
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We start with a large sample of regulated electric company subsidiaries and. their holding

companies and then compile data on which companies have decoupling and when the policy was

officially adopted. We immediately note an important dichotomy. Holding companies, not their
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